Stephanie Giera: SHARED: Temporary Community Memorial
> Hornell Cinema 1-2-3, Meet and Greet Reception 5-7pm
Who We Are, Who We've Lost, & What We Have.
Participation and contributions welcome.

Tina Picente: Trees PLS
> Parking lot island outside the Community Arts Center
Trees Post-long string. Brightly colored installation in the trees.

Julie Verdone, Aubrey Fry: Median
> Across the street from the Community Arts Center.
An ongoing performance about getting from one place to another.

Angie To: Open Studio
> 12 Broadway: 3rd floor
Professor of Foundations at AU, presents new paintings.

Kevin Wixted: Yucatec
> Elks Lodge, Broadway Mall, 3rd Floor
Professor of Painting at AU, presents video portraits of the environment and people of the Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico. **Special Guest performance by Chase Angier and Rose Pasquarello Beauchamp: 7:30 and 8:15**

Tina Picente: Trees PLS
> Parking lot island outside the Community Arts Center
Trees Post-long string. Brightly colored installation in the trees.

Julie Verdone, Aubrey Fry: Median
> Across the street from the Community Arts Center.
An ongoing performance about getting from one place to another.

Angie To: Open Studio
> 12 Broadway: 3rd floor
Professor of Foundations at AU, presents new paintings.

Dale Inglett: Open Studio
> 12 Broadway: 3rd floor
Professor of Painting at AU, presents new paintings.

Lee Delegard: Open Studio
> 12 Broadway: 3rd floor
Visiting Professor at AU, presents mixed media work.

Stephanie Giera: SHARED: Temporary Community Memorial
> Hornell Cinema 1-2-3, Meet and Greet Reception 5-7pm
Who We Are, Who We've Lost, & What We Have. Participation and contributions welcome.

Stephanie McMahon: Open Studio
> 112 Main St. 2nd floor
Professor of Painting at AU, presents recent paintings.

Shawn Murrey, Chris Taylor, Mahlon Huston: Faculties of Solace
> 406 Canisteo St. Hornell, NY 14843 : www.belfryarts.com
An exhibition curated by Ian McMahon of new works responding to the space in the former Spencer Methodist Church, now The Belfry artist run exhibition venue.

Hornell Area Transit (HAT) shuttle bus will run between the Hornell Community Arts Center (42 Broadway) and The Belfry (406 Canisteo St.) every 30 minutes throughout the Art walk.

Buses leave the Community Arts Center at: 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00, and 8:30
Buses leave The Belfry at 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:15, 7:45, 8:15, and 9:00

MAY 4TH, 2013
>>> 5:00 - 9:00 PM
MAP:

For an interactive map scan here: